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Abstract 
 
Avatars play an important role for the embodiment of the users in virtual space communication systems. However, 
the conventional systems to realize the gaze have required camera-based precise eye tracking and the numbers of the 
users have been restricted. This paper proposes a simple substitution for the gaze control in a virtual space voice 
chat system. The method is to control the gaze target of the avatar based on the Appeal Point that is calculated  from 
the voice levels of the other users. The subjective evaluation experiment demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
method on the naturalness of the virtual space communication. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Rapid growing of Internet and three-dimensional computer graphics technology made multi-user communication 
systems employing shared virtual space inexpensive and popular personal application software. DIVE (Carlsson 
1993) is one of the early-developed systems that provide shared virtual space for distributed users. After that, 
numbers of distributed multi-user virtual space systems, that provide text or voice chat functions, have been 
developed, such as Massive (Greenhalgh 1995), FreeWalk (Nakanishi 1996), Community Place (Lea 1997) and so 
on. Some of these systems are mainly focused on to provide casual chat function, not formal meeting, for distributed 
users. The authors also developed a virtual space communication system (Fujita 2003), which enables the users walk 
around in the space using walk-in-place locomotion interface devices (Fujita 2004) and casual voice chat. In the 
virtual space communication systems, the embodiment of the users (Bowers 1996) is an important issue for natural 
communication. Avatars that represent the remote users have been employed for the embodiment of the users in the 
distributed multi-user virtual space systems (Cassell 1999, Wray 1999).  
 

 
Figure 1:  An example of the avatars looking at the user in the developed virtual space voice chat system. 

 
However, the avatars for the embodiment of the users need to act adequately to provide the natural sense to the other 
users. In the real world, the nonverbal information such as gesture, facial expression and intonation is utilized for 
smooth human communication in addition to the verbal information. Gaze, as one of the most important nonverbal 
information, has essential functions to regulate the flow of the conversation, to provide the reaction and to send 
social signals (Argyle 1976). Several methods have been proposed to realize the gaze function in the multi-user 
videoconference systems. MAJIC attained the mutual gaze by placing the video projectors and cameras behind the 
screen (Okada 1994). Hydra (Sellen 1995) and GAZE (Vertegaal 1999) detected the user’s actual gazes using a 



camera-based tracking system and the video images of the users were located in virtual space. These systems also 
enabled the users look each other. However, these systems require the cameras, the precise gaze point detection 
technology and broad bandwidth for real-time video streaming. The numbers of the users are also restricted. 
Therefore, we propose a simple substitution in multi-user virtual space voice chat system without additional devices 
to control the avatar gaze by a method based on the voice information and spatial relationship of the users in virtual 
space. 
 
2 Method 
 
The gaze control problem is divided into two problems, the physiological eye movement and the gaze target (target 
avatar) selection. For the former problem, the human eye movement is being statistically analysed in order to 
synthesize the physiologically adequate avatar eye movement (Lee 2002, Bilvi 2003). This study is focused on the 
later problem. When we observe the conversation among several users in the real world, the audience tends to look 
at the speaker. That is the natural feedback of listening. Moreover, if another person starts to speak while someone is 
speaking, the person who starts speaking later tends to attract the attention of other persons. In this study, the former 
is called speaker effect and the latter is called starting effect. These effects were defined as Appeal Point (AP) as an 
index of attention attraction, which is computed from each user’s voice level and duration. The gaze target avatar 
was chosen as the avatar that has the highest appeal point. 
 
2.1 Speaker effect 
 
Basically, the strength of gaze attraction seems to be affected by the loudness and the length of the speaking 
duration, because a frequent speaker has higher probability to speak again. Therefore, the Appeal Point generated by 
the speaker effect: APc was defined as the sixty seconds integral of the logarithmic voice level. The voice level was 
exponentially weighted by the past time to give the current voice level higher priority than the past. The parameter 
values in the equation were experimentally decided. 
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2.2 Starting effect 
 
Although APc realizes the gaze at the speaker, the integral in the calculation potentially raises a problem that the 
current speaking user may not attract the gaze. Moreover, the higher priority of the overriding speaker is also to be 
realized. Therefore, the starting effect Appeal Point APs was defined. APs was given a constant value at the onset of 
the speaking and decreased linearly in five seconds, in order to give instantaneous character. In this AP calculation, 
additional restriction was applied that APs will not be generated if the silent duration is less than 5 seconds, in order 
to avoid the misjudgement of the natural intermittence of the voice as the speaking start. 
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The gaze at the avatar who has highest AP, which is the summation of APc and APs, provides a gaze control 
function, however, the speaker is continuously gazed until another speaker starts speaking. The gaze target user was 
randomly changed once in about 30 seconds in order to avoid the unnaturalness or unconsciousness by continuous 
gaze.. 
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Figure 2 represents the conceptual diagram of the speaker effect Appeal Point APc function. The integral calculation 
smoothly interpolates the intermittence of the voice as duration I and attains the continuous gaze at the last speaker 
as duration II. However, the integral calculation delays the speaker change as duration III. The starting effect 
compensates this delay in addition to the later starting speaker’s Appeal Point enhancing effect. 
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Figure 2:  The conceptual diagram of the speaking effect APc. 

 
The gaze at the user who has highest AP, which is the summation of APc and APs, provides a gaze control function, 
however, the speaker is continuously gazed until another speaker starts speaking. The gaze target user was randomly 
changed once in about 30 seconds in order to avoid the unnaturalness or unconsciousness by continuous gaze. 
 
2.3 Priority enhancement of local user 
 
In general, being gazed is expected to enhance the feeling of being listened. The enhancement of the head turning 
probability of the avatars to the local user may give more impression being listened. Therefore, the higher priority 
was given to the local user by changing the generation restriction condition of the starting effect APs from 30s silent 
to 5s silent only for the local user. By applying this local user priority enhancement, the avatars of the distant users 
more easily turns their heads to the local user.  
 
3 Experimental evaluation 
 
The subjective evaluation of the gaze control was performed in order to examine the effectiveness of the speaker 
effect, the starting effect and the randomness on smooth and natural communication. Ten university students were 
divided into two groups and one group of subjects participated in the experiment at a time. Each avatar of the 
experimental subjects was located a place, where allows the user look at other 4 avatars, in the virtual space. The 
subjects were requested to talk with the other users about a theme given by the experimenter for 5 minutes about a 
daily-life subjects, such as sport, culture, study and so on. The gaze control conditions are the combinations of the 
speaker effect, starting effect and random gaze, as shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1:  Gaze control conditions in the subjective evaluation experiment. 

No control  (fixed gaze) 
Random 
Speaker 
Speaker + Starting 
Speaker + Random 
Speaker + Starting + Random 

 
As seen in figure 3, the subjective scores of six conditions in ordinary scale were 0, 18, 37, 39, 24, 32 respectively. 
The result shows that all conditions with gaze control, including random condition, gave more natural sense than the 
fixed gaze. The score of the random condition was the second lowest in the experiment. It appears that the gaze 
control provided the avatar autonomic action and the autonomy caused the user more natural impression, even if the 



change of the gaze is random. The four conditions with gaze control using AP were obviously more natural than the 
other two conditions. It was demonstrated that the avatar gaze control based on the speaking state makes users feel 
more natural in conversation as expected.  
 
The scores of the two conditions that have randomness in addition to the gaze control with AP were lower than the 
conditions without randomness. This is mainly attributed to the unexpected change of gaze target while the local 
user is speaking. On the other hand, two conditions with the starting effect provided more natural impression than 
those without the starting effect. The higher subjective score is attributed to the cognitive assistance effect in 
recognition of a speaker, because the starting effect reduces the gaze control latency. 
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Figure 3:  The effect of the voice-based gaze control with the combinations of the various effects. 

 
Similar experiment to the previous one was performed to verify the effect of the priority enhancement of the local 
user. The experimental conditions and the subjective score of each condition are shown in table2 and figure 4.  
 

Table 2:   Local user priority control conditions in avatar gaze control. 

No starting effect 
Even priority (30s silent for all) in starting effect 
Even priority (5s silent for all) in starting effect 
Local user priority enhanced (5s silent condition only for local user) 

 
As seen in figure 4, the scores of the three conditions with starting effect were higher than it of the condition without 
starting effect as observed in the previous experiment. The score of the 5s silent condition was lower than it of 30s 
silent condition. It appears that the increase of the head turning probability of the avatars from the local user to 
others affected in 5s silent condition. The score of the local users priority enhancing condition was slightly higher 
than the both even priority conditions. It appears that the enhancement of the local user priority enhanced the feeling 
of being listened. 
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Figure 4:  The effect of the priority control in the voice-based gaze control. 



 
4 Conclusions 
 
An avatar gaze control algorithm using Appeal Point, which is calculated using the voice information, was proposed 
for shared virtual space voice chat system. The effectiveness of the gaze control with the speaking and the staring 
effects for natural communication was experimentally demonstrated. 
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